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ABSTRACT

2.

This paper introduces a system that enables a presenter to work directly on the projected screen without interrupting the presentation
flow by mouse or keyboard use. One uses his fingers as a natural
pointing device. The system consists basically of an LED and a
webcam as well as a small software system that runs on the presenter’s notebook. The camera observes the LED position and the
software converts it into mouse events.

Pointing devices for presentation, such as interactive whiteboards
or backprojection systems, are widely available. However, pen computing for large displays stilll tends to be relatively expensive and
immobile. The few solutions that are mobile, such as Mimio or
e-Beam cost about several hundred USD. Emulating a mouse device by tracking a light spot with cameras has been researched by
a number of projects.
However, all these approaches focus on fixed setups, i.e. are nonmobile solutions. Typically, a combination of several LCD projectors is used to display the operating system desktop on a compound
projection area and each projection area is observed by a camera.
The presenter uses a light emitting pen and the cameras track the
light spot. The first prototype of such a datawall system has been
developed by the US Army AFRL in 1998[3]. The system is a very
large display that consists of three smaller displays. Cameras located behind each display track the moving laser spot. The presenter
works on the board using a standard laser pointer as a pen. Specialized tracking hardware locates the light spot at 512×480 pixels and
50 Hz. Unfortunately, it requires rather expensive hardware and a
time-consuming initial calibration. As a result, the US army also
developed a portable version of the datawall, the Deployable Interactive Datawall. This device consists of a projection area, LCD
projectors, and tracking devices in one moveable box. Still, many
pounds of hardware have to be carried around.
Recently, mobile phones have been used as pointing devices, too.
For example, [1] presents two techniques to turn a mobile phone
with built-in cameras into a pointing device for large public displays. Using Point & Shoot, a mobile phone is used as a targeting
device to select objects. The user moves the phone over the area
of interest on the large display. A magnified view of the area and a
selection cursor are displayed on the mobile phone. The user may
move the cursor and press the Shoot-button to finish the selection.
A second technique is called Point and Sweep and controls a
mouse cursor directly by moving the mobile phone around. The
cell movement is calculated from the optical flow in a series of
images taken by the camera of the phone. According to the authors,
the movement of the cursor using sweep is subject to a perceptable
delay since all image processing operations have to be performed
on the mobile. The delayed feedback prevents effective use for onscreen drawing. Another disadvantage of the system is its rather
unintuitive handling, because a mobile phone is not designed as
pointing device.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input devices and strategies (e.g., mouse, touchscreen); I.4.1 [Digitization and Image Capture]: Camera
calibration

General Terms
Human Factors
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In a typical slide-based presentation, a speaker stands in front
of the audience with a notebook connected to an LCD projector.
When he or she navigates through the slides using either keyboard
or mouse, the presentation flow is often slightly interrupted. Outlining certain aspects on the slides, for example by using the drawing
function of the presentation software, using a mouse can be very
cumbersome. Additionally, mouse activities may be difficult to follow by the auditorium. In contrast, watching the presenter’s hand
pointing gestures provides a natural experience to the audience.
This article presents a software system that enables a user to simply use a light source as a pointing device and a webcam to track
it. The system can be used anywhere, is easy to setup, and does not
need any expensive hardware.

3.

RELATED WORK

MOBILE POINTING AND DRAWING

The user sets up his or her notebook and LCD projector for a
regular presentation. The camera is positioned so that it is able to
capture the projection, see Figure 1. The presenter uses a red light-
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Figure 2: In combination with a drawing tool the presented system turns any wall into an electronic whiteboard.

Figure 1: A diagram of the setup of the mobile pointer device. The presenter uses a light source as pointer substitute, the
webcam tracks the lights as it is moved over the projection area,
and the software generates the appropriate mouse events.

CPU load should be kept minimal to allow user applications to run
on the same machine as the mouse emulation. To achieve this, the
coordinate mappings are stored in a hastable after calibration.
This approximation method is simple and works well for cameras that are positioned in front of the projection area unless the
camera uses any specially curved lenses. An obvious issue is that
the distortion is approximated by a linear model while, in reality,
the distortion of camera lenses is radial. In the case of strong distortions a fine-graded grid is needed for a decent approximation.
However, we found that for most cases a 3×3 grid constitutes a
good trade-off between precision and calibration overhead. In the
end, the precision of the tracked pointer is mostly sufficient to draw
simple sketches.

source as pointing device to be tracked by the video camera. One
might use a laser pointer, a keyring pendant with an LED, or any
other light-emitting device that is appropiate for pointing. The notebook runs our tracking software and any other application used
during the presentation.
The software mainly takes care of two tasks: Tracking the pointer
and mapping the tracked camera-position to mouse coordinates.

3.1

Tracking the Light Spot

The intensity of every pixel in the video image is examined and
compared to an adjustable sensitivity threshold. The IEEE 1394 firewire standard defines several methods to manipulate the camera
image and allows to dampen or amplify certain colors of the image
by reducing parameters like brightness, saturation, gain, or exposure. These technical tricks provide a very efficient pre-processing
and allows to simplify and speed up the tracking algorithm. The
light spot is actually observed as an area and not as a single pixel, so the system uses the centroid of the detected blob. For every
frame captured, our software generates a mouse click event at the
corresponding position of the red spot. The mouse events are directly fed into the operating system’s event queue.

3.2

4.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a solution for a low-cost, mobile pointing
device where the presenter uses any light emitting device as a pointer. Only an LED and a web camera is needed in addition to the
hardware that is required for a slide based presentation anyways.
The system operates in real-time at 30 fps on a 2.4 GHz single core
notebook running Microsoft Windows XP or Linux leaving enough
CPU resources for any other application. The overhead for the initial calibration of the system is small and the accuracy is enough
for operating a desktop environment or drawing simple sketches in
a slide-show presentation.
Although the calibration procedure does not require much effort,
ideally, the pointing device presented should be operable without
calibration. The distortion grid could be determined by projecting
a checkerboard onto the surface during the calibration step. The
system could then find the corners automatically.

Coordinate Transformation

Before the first use, the tracking needs to be calibrated to determine the projection geometry and to calculate display coordinates
for the mouse from camera coordinates. The resultings transformation takes care of image distortions caused by the camera optic and
the projector. We use a calibration mechanism derived from a lightpen tracking for a non-mobile datawall [2]. In practice, the time
needed for calibration is less than two minutes.
The system shows a grid of variable size 3×3 by default on the
projection area and asks the user to point to each grid cross using
the LED. The placement does not need to be exactly on the crosses
as the system may be used with an offset.
The information gathered during the calibration step is used to
transform the position of the light spot into mouse coordinates. The
grid defined by the calibration points is triangulated and each coordinate in the distorted camera image is assigned to its surrounding
triangle. To transform an LED position from the video image into
the display coordinates, its corresponding triangle is located in video image space. Its position within the triangle is represented as a
linear combination of the two vectors corresponding to the triangle
edges and mapped using the edge vectors in the display coordinate
space. In order for the mouse cursor to move smoothly, the tracking
must be able to process at least at 30 frames per second while the
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